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METAMORPHOSIS BCN
Metamorphosis, gives the opportunity of questioning
and trigger the awareness of the global thinking
process to artists. Soul Transformation...
Do you think this transformation is affected by
changes from the world and our roots? The artists are
asked to express their changes in their artistic
identity and technique by exploring with own paths.
Rumi says ''If you start walking the way, the way
appears.'' Do you see?
I walked my way before 6 years ago to support bipolar
artists. Let's Shine Together !
FATMAGÜL MUTLU
CURATOR IN CHIEF

USA BASED ARTIST

JOHN SPROUL

A neurologist can tell from a person’s walk how well the nervous system
is working and psychologists can determine certain mental disorders
from the same observation. As science progresses it is discovering
more and more the significant role the body and its language plays in
revealing the inner self. Every movement says something about who we
are. Our bodies and their language doesn’t just say something about
each of us as individuals, but it also tells about all of us as a whole. It is
what body language states about all of us that I am most interested in.
As science has and is discovering, there are many tangible things that
can be learned from the body, but there are also many intangible things
that can be discerned. It is my endeavor to push against the lines that
divide the tangible from the intangible. Through my personal
experiences coupled with my studies in eastern/western philosophy,
psychology, religion, sociology and behavioral science I have come to
an understanding that a lot of our communication is done through the
body and that we are all connected together through its language. My
work is a conversation with this language about us. My work is divided
into two points of focus - In the first focus, I use the form of the body to
talk visually about its language, to connect to others, to present
questions and to have a visual dialogue of the body and the otherness
that it reveals. My second focus on the language of my body. I create
this work without sight,or by relying on muscle memory, body memory or
body awareness to feel through the process of creating the work. I give
completely creative control to my body, much as a dancer lets go of the
mind and relies on their body while performing.

JOHN SPROUL
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DUBAI BASED ARTIST

KIRAN SALIM SHAH

Kiran Salim Shah is a UAE based Pakistani artist who creates art
transcending time and space. Using acrylics and oil paints as her medium of
choice, she depicts the streets of Pakistan with a rawness that captures the
ethnicity and essence of her homeland while conveying the simplicity of the
roots. She aims to translate these memories into a visual experience, giving
each viewer a little taste of her homeland. Shah’s preference of genre is not
confined to one area. From calligraphy to still life and landscapes to
streetscapes, her ultimate goal is to share with her audience the idea of joy
in the ordinary. Her choice of palette usually sides on the somber tones,
deep hues laying the foundations, while her signature bright strokes breathe
life into the painting. Shah holds a Bachelors Degree in Fine Art, and has
been a practicing artist for over 15 years. She has been creating unique
pieces of commissioned artwork for clients across the UAE, Pakistan and
North America. Her work was recently exhibited in Sinyar Gallery at the
Dubai Design District, and she is currently working in collaboration with Noon
Art Gallery for the display in the World Art Dubai 2018. She is soon to exhibit
her work in the International Women’s Day Exhibition at The Arab cultural
Club Sharjah in March 2018 .
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WONDER WOMAN

ISRAEL BASED ARTIST

ELA SOLOMON

Ela Solomon, an Israeli performance artist, born in 1973. MFA
graduate of the program “Actor-creator-researcher” of Tel-Aviv
University, Israel. Participated at Tamar Raban’s workshop, was a
member of Raban’ s ensemble 209 and participated in ”Shulchan
Aruch” a performans of 14 performers created by Tamar Raban and
Ernesto Levy. Graduate of “The Room Theater” and “Nissan Nativ” TelAviv yearly workshop.
Creates and perform performances that reflect autobiographical
matters and a feministic point of view over the dependency of human
beings on each other. The performance always functions as a research
lab that has no predetermined answers. The interaction with the
audience is always personal, intimate and unmediated and therefore
makes the audience an inseparable part of the creation each and every
time.

ELA SOLOMON

PERFORMANCE, FOR ME FOR YOU FORGIVE

LONDON BASED ARTIST

FRANCIS AKPATA

I am primarily influenced in the use of colour by artist like Hans Hoffmann and in terms of
space and patterns Piet Mondrian is my inspiration. In figurative painting, I aim to
replicate the depiction of African Sculpture in two dimension. I want my paintings to
present an optical dialogue; each patch of colour is part of a dialectic process where
every surface is trying to establish itself.

FRANCIS AKPATA

THE INTERSECTION

GREECE BASED ARTIST

ELENI TSAMADIA

Eleni Tsamadia (graduated ASFA) is a visual artist
resident currently in Athens Greece.Her performance
work offers a really intense visual and sentimental
experience and is focused on ritual like approach.The
same elements as well as vivid organic shapes she uses
for creating sculptural environments and videos. One of
the defining elements of hers is the sensitivity with which
she approaches and portrays the human body, not as an
artistic instrument but as a declaration of life and
creation. Her latest focus point is how a familiar
environment such as our body has the ability to become
totally alienated when sentiment is involved . This case is
transformed into performance and video artworks tasting
our ability to construct worldviews in order to
communicate our unique and fascinating human
situation. A characteristic example of her work is her
recent solo show in which these ideas of organic and
sentimental battle created a really interesting
environment of imaginary body forms.

ELENI TSAMADIA

VENUS DE MILO

EGYPT BASED ARTIST

DOAA ALADDIN

I'm a visual artist driven by emotions, I try evoking
emotions in my paintings to send a message - BE
KIND. My brand is my signature with the painting
that inspired me to start showcasing my work. My
tag line "Every Stroke Narrates A Different Story" is
symbolic; every single individual you meet has a
hidden story, as an emotional artist, this is what
inspires me most. People. I wish to live in a world
where people are kind, considerate, thoughtful,
compassionate. I wish people take time to observe
the infinite possibilities of others' stories before
throwing their judgement, I wish people can just be
kind, and let kindness drive them to either alleviate
others, or at least, only accept them the way they
are. And About #DoYouSpeakArt My Hashtag is
intended for Awareness; Art is an unspoken,
language that does not require learning. It is
instantly felt, and it evokes emotions, only if its
observed, closely.

DOAA ALADDIN

SHINE

THE STRIKER

MIAMI BASED ARTIST

DALIA BERLIN

Dalia Berlin, born in Madrid, Spain, has found a new
voice to her creativity. She embraces all her
endeavors with a surge of joy that results in bright,
bold passionate statements. “When I start a new
painting I never know what it will become, it takes a
voice of its own and it takes me on a journey where I
often forget to sleep and continue painting into the
early morning hours. I experience such peace and
healing -while painting- it’s a huge high to be the
vehicle of such flow of energy,” says Dalia. A leader
in the interior design hospitality industry, Ms. Berlin is
president of her Miami based firm Berlin Designs
Corporate Division, Inc. and has been designing
award-wining interiors that lift your spiritTM since
1987. Dalia began art instruction under the direction
of master teacher Claudia Groll of Aventura Art
Studio. Berlin’s soul has found a new path in
storytelling that truly comes through in her paintings.
Her preferred medium is mixed media, often mixing
acrylic and oils over canvas, and adding paper and
fibers for added dimension. Her passion for color and
textures invite the viewer to interact and get caughtup in the painting’s message. Berlin’s paintings
express her deep roots in Spain and her love for
masters like Velazquez, Goya, Dali and Picasso
among others. You feel an intense connection to her
pieces which offer a colorful, fresh and passionate
voice.

DALIA BERLIN

LAS MENINAS

TURKEY BASED ARTIST

STILLE SKYGGER

I was born in October 1987 in Istanbul, Turkey. I am
using Stille Skygger name on the web cause it is
easier then mine. I am drawing since 20 years. In
these years i use an ink, watercolor, oil color and
pastel colors and gouache. My drawings based on
Dark Arts and Surrealism. I love using beauty with
dark objects. Because i believe the universe works
that way too. Every bad things keep a good thing in
it, and every good thing keep a dark things in it as
well. I have been drawing most of my life, and now it
is slowly turning into a career. I am selling my
drawings on the 5 websites since last 3 years. Also i
love the take a photographs of abandoned places.
And i am making Sterling Silver Jewellery as well. I
did my first solo exhibition "Sinners and Saints" in
June Ankara, Turkey. My 2 paintings has been
published in Yer Scene Zine in 2018.
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HEARTWORK

GERMANY BASED ARTIST

PIA KINTRUP

Pia Kintrup is an emerging young artist
from Germany. She studied
photography and is highly interested in
still life, materiality and surface
character. Transformational processes,
value and photographic steps of
transition are very important for her
work. Nowadays there is no space for
emptiness. Based on this area of
tension her work is connected through
themes of emptiness, abundance and
transformation.

PIA KINTRUP

THE NONEXISTENT ARES ARE OF
PARTICULAR INTEREST

DUBAI BASED ARTIST

SHAZIA JAFFERY

My basic belief is that creativity is an
expression of the God within, in my
paintings; I am looking for spiritual
significance in ordinary people and objects.
That is why I explores the human
experience and have always been
fascinated by the human condition. We all
fell. The challenge ist o glean some
meaning from all of artist stament those
feelings. How we react to situations is what
makes us uncommon; what makes us
each unique. I explore this thought in my
works. I often combine objects out of
context. I enjoy creating through objects
and figures sometimes words. My
particular challenge ist o communicate the
emotions, situations, myths and
experiences of a human life.

SHAZIA JAFFERY

STOIC

LIQUIDATION

INDONESIA BASED ARTIST

YULIANUS YAPS

I am an autodidact painter from Indonesia. I have
spent a long time for venturing out in space of
imagination until finally I fell in love with abstract art.
I got freedom of expression and explore everything
in my soul. Spontaneity is my scratch, unique
shapes, wild lines and textures are the elements of
my favorite.

YULIANUS YAPS

HAPPYNESS

DUBAI BASED ARTIST

TANIA NASIR

Tania Nasir . An interior designer by degree. Have been passionate about
painting since hi school. Have done a diploma in miniature painting and being
taught by proficient teachers in the same genre. "Art is a form of mediation that
takes your imagination where reality cannot. It makes one see the fifth side of a
square and read between the lines. Colours make your soul breathe its own style.
Art speaks where the words are unable to explain". This is my way of expression
of art.
My project is geometry of islamic world used in different regions in different
islamic eras. Islamic art is divided into three form. One is geometry i.e. staright
lines and compass. Second is biomorph or curved lines. Third is calligraphy
Quran verses. Geometry is an ancient form of expression and is a way of getting
perfection in forming curves as well named as biomorphic design in islamic art.
And top teir is calligraphy which is God's lines used in Holy book of Quran. All of
the above three are used widely in art of islamic pattern. It brings you closer to
nature where the symmetry tells you how it begins and how it tessalte.
To many, the silent theology of Islamic art can speak more profoundly and clearly
than the most dazzling treatise, and its beauty can be more evident and
persuasive than the strongest argument.
Islamic arts play an important role by bringing the basic elements of our
surroundings (such as light, shade, space, time, color, sound, scent, and silence)
back to their geometric, archetypal realities, which are more easily integrated into
the divine unity—one reason Islamic civilization and its arts are so focused on
geometry. In other words, Islamic arts make things metaphysically transparent;
they allow us to perceive the light of God in and through them, as if they were
stained-glass windows. It is through imagination (khayāl) that the Islamic arts
render the invisible divine visible, and it is through imagination that we can
perceive the mysteries of transcendent divine unity immanent in these sensory
forms.

TANIA NASIR
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